
Friday Night at the Fights. (Well... Tuesday at the fights anyway again!) 

Introduction 

This play test covered a scenario in the next book, , ‘Forgotten Battles, Russia 1941, Volume 1’,( 

which is slated to be out towards the end of January 2023) under the title ‘A little Consternation, 

22nd June 1941’. 

A few points for thought were raised in the game... the main one being ‘how many infantry 

sections/squads can close assault? I pointed out that if the assaulted is an armoured vehicle, the 

number of elements that can assault would be one (If we assume 8 men to the section, and they are 

attacking one tank, there’s only so much space!) After much discussion it was decided that two 

infantry sections/squads could close assault a single infantry section or heavy weapon base. No 

doubt there would be a chance to try the infantry option soon! 

But back to this game... 

Background 

This action took place on the first day of the Barbarossa operation, and comes in the book section 

entitled ‘Kiev, Gateway to Victory’. All the German player had to do was advance across the table 

from West to East. What could go wrong? 

In fact the German player controlled 28th Infantry Division’s 1st Battalion, with reinforcements 

arriving throughout the game in the form of 37mm AT gun batteries and an 88mm Flak battery.  

No Russians started on table, but it would soon develop into an armoured counter attack by 29th 

Tank Division’s 59th Tank Regiment, a combination of heavy and light tanks.  

The Playtest 

The German infantry companies, already on table, had 25 turns to get to within 20cms of the eastern 

table edge, and with the first Russian tanks arriving on turn 1 at the eastern table edge, neither side 

could see the other, so the game moved on to turn 3 fairly fast, when the lead Russian company... 

BT7s, moving at speed, crested a hill and came face to face with the German infantry advancing up 

the forward slope on the left side of the table, on the right hand side the BTs collided with German 

infantry in the forest which covered the entire flank. The German infantry, with Effectiveness 3, 

bravely close assaulted the Russian tanks, disabling three in short order, two on the Russian left, one 

on the right, the BTs finding that one co-ax machinegun was not enough to keep determined 

opposition from closing on them.  

 

 

 

 

 

Turn 4... On the Russian left flank infantry close 

assaults prove effective, though one infantry section is 

shattered, and one scattered as a result. 

 

 



At the crest of the ridge line a BT7 platoon (3 tanks) took up position to dominate the forward slope,  

but a second German infantry company broke cover in the centre, from woods at the foot of the 

slope, and advanced on the BTs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On turn 5 the Russians brought on two platoons of their Reconnaissance Company, BA10s, which 

rushed forward  and the lead platoon of three made it to the edge of the woods on the Russian left, 

as the BT7 platoon cracked under the close assaults, and routed. The BA10s, with 2 machineguns 

could now bring heavy fire to bear on the German infantry in the open. In the centre the German 

infantry company steadily advanced towards the BTs, and in the woods on the Russian right a 

second and third  BT was destroyed, this time by anti tank rifles,  and again failed disastrously an 

Effectiveness test. The arrival of the BA10s was timely indeed on this flank.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By turn 8 the Germans had now been reinforced with a 4 gun 37mm AT gun battery, and the 

Russians were relieved to be bringing onto the table a weak Company of T28s, but their slow speed 

proved to be a major disadvantage initially. The BA10s on the Russian right began to inflict serious 

casualties on the exposed German infantry, but the relentless advance of the German infantry in the 

centre convinced the Russian commander to withdraw them, especially as several of the 37mm AT 

guns were deploying and starting to fire on them, but though one hit was achieved, the round 

bounced off.  

 

Turn 5. The German infantry in the centre 

breaking cover 

 

 

 

 

Turn 6a. The BA10s arrive in the nick of time. A 

second German infantry section has now been 

shattered. (red marker) 

 

Turn 6b. The BA10s arrive in the nick of time. A 

second German infantry section has now been 

shattered. (red marker) 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With turn 9 the German player was bringing their first AT battery up to the crest line in order to 

dominate the battlefield, but the German attack on the Russian left had now foundered. On the 

Russian right flank the German infantry continued to infiltrate forward, but were wary of another 

BA10 platoon of 3 armoured cars, which was awaiting them, and hoping to achieve the same sort of 

result as on the other side of the table.  

By turn 10 the Germans had another  reinforcement in the shape of another 37mm AT battery, and 

the first battery was taking up position on the crest line in the centre of the table. But the T28s on 

the Russian right were now in a position to start bringing their main guns (76mm) and the two 

machinegun turrets to bear on the German infantry, the combat began to take on a worrying look 

for the commander. Worse still, the German AT guns on the crest, one of which had just knocked out 

one of the BA10s on the Russian left were spotted by another T28, which started to bring fire to 

bear.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Turn 8a. The BA10s on the Russian right 

flank were now causing serious harm to the 

German infantry, but one German AT gun 

was now firing on one, and AT rifles were 

also firing on it... an optics and mobility hit 

so far. 

 

Turn 8b. A weak T28 platoon labours 

through the woods. (Apologies for the 

painting... I have not yet dry brushed!) 

 

Turn 10a. As the German AT guns move 

up, the number of shattered infantry 

sections meant there was no real 

possibility of forward movement.  

 

 

 

 

 

Turn 10b. On the Russian right the T28s 

bgin to make their presence felt. 

(Further apologies for the unpainted 

BA10s...)   

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

By turn 12 things had gone seriously sideways for the German player, with the AT battery on the 

crest coming under heavy fire and causing an effectiveness test... which the battery seriously failed, 

which led to the second battery, after a company test, to also give way. This had a knock on as now a 

Battalion test was called for, which the infantry failed also, thus giving a worthy win to the Russians, 

and in fact resulting in a similar result to the historic one, but unfortunately, historically for the 

Russians, events later in the day rather eclipsed this victory. (But for that account, you will have to 

wait for the book!) 

 

Turn 12. The moment of crisis for the 

Germans. Failing the resulting 

Effectiveness check set off the domino 

effect for the whole force.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


